APPENDICES
APPENDIX ONE

THE TEXT

This appendix presents the text of the *Debate between a Man and His Soul* in its entirety, with transliteration and relatively literal translation, as established in Chapter Three, on facing pages. Numbers to the left of each line are those of the columns of the papyrus. Indentation marks the second line of couplets and the third of tercets.

INTRODUCTION AND THE SOUL’S FIRST SPEECH

*1–*8 (lost)
*9 [ ... d]wt
  jrt st [ ... ]
*10–*12 (lost)
  [w3h].k m3[jr.j]

THE MAN’S FIRST SPEECH

*12–*13 [ddt.n.j n b3.j]
  wnwt pw [ ... ]
*14 [ ... ] sw
  hr st3[s.j ... ]
*15 [ ... ]s[ ... ]
*15–x [ ... ]

THE SOUL’S SECOND SPEECH

x–y [jw wp.n n.j b3.j r.f
  w9b.f ddt.n.j]
